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Today’s the day! I get up early to meet the speaker, 

making sure everything has been crossed off on 

my Events Checklist. Refreshments: check. Certificates: 

check. Oh I said I would bring an Apple convertor, got 

it, right, ready ... now where are my keys?

I always experience a Pandora’s box of emotions in 

the lead up to each ELTA event. Excitement: I saw this 

speaker at a conference last year; our members will 

really enjoy this one! Stage fright: Do I really have to 

stand up in front of all those people and introduce 

the speaker? Nerves: What if nobody turns up? (You 

may laugh but this has happened.) More nerves: What 

if more people come than signed up? Where are they 

going to sit? Panic: I really hope this all goes to plan!

I’ve actually considered temporarily tattooing the 

phrase “It’ll be alright on the night” on my right arm!

Despite these mixed emotions beforehand, every event 

has exceeded all expectations. Participants help out 

with tidying up, refreshments and technical issues 

which I haven’t the foggiest about! And the feedback 

we get after makes it all worth it. You wouldn’t think 

that a simple “thank you” could mean so much, but 

to us, it does! The life of an Event Coordinator isn’t 

a Ponyhof (a German idiom implying that life is not 

a ‘pony farm’ – in English – life is not a walk in the 

park). When at conferences, reading blogs or doing 

other TEFLly things, I am constantly gathering infor-

mation and making mental lists of prospective speak-

ers. 

But it isn’t just the Events team who hold such a high 

level of responsibility in a teaching association. There 

are so many people behind the curtain who don’t get 

the recognition they deserve. The Treasurer who puts in 

so much time and energy making sure our finances are 

in check (and making sure I am on budget!). Newslet-

ters and journals are written and we forget that these 

things take time and creativity (have you tried writing 

an article for a newsletter? I’ve heard gin and tonic help 

the creative juices flow!). Even dealing with member-

ship or writing minutes are such worthy roles; without 

these people there wouldn’t even be an English lan-

guage teaching association!

I must admit I do enjoy the glamour of the role; 

meeting new people, entertaining the speakers, liaising 

with heads of language schools and publishers. Being 

a good networker is essential to being a good Event 

Coordinator. That and being able to be a bit cheeky … 

come on, we have to be. Members of our little teaching 

association would love to get the chance to meet the 

stars of ELT, however, the fees some of them charge 

mean it is impossible for me to arrange without a bit 

of cheeky negotiating. Thank you Market Leader for 

those tips on how to clinch the deal! Of course we have 

all got to eat and we understand that giving talks is a 

job. However, it would be nice if a compromise could 

be made. It has been done: admirably, the most famous 

speaker we had a while back didn’t charge us a fee! No 

fee! That’s what I call supporting the next generation 

of teaching professionals. Another, who shall remain 

anonymous here, provides mentoring, speaker tips and 

also gave a workshop at a reduced rate. To these people 

I say thank you! 

Of course without members, all this would be super-

fluous. These associations are run by teachers for 

teachers, yet sometimes I get the feeling some people 

forget this isn’t our day job. It may come as a surprise 

but I have been at the other end of quite a few moans 

and complaints in my time, and to me the answer is 

simple: if you want a Christmas party or more of a 

certain kind of workshop, then take the initiative and 

volunteer! We’d love to have you! We can only do what 

is within our capabilities and it is hard finding people 

to get involved. Many think it will be too much to take 

on and don’t realise that many hands make light work. 

Ok, it is sometimes a lot of work, but I can tell you that 

in spite of this mini moaning spree, IT IS TOTALLY 

WORTH IT! 

Working in a team of energetic people who want to 

help brings so much satisfaction, and the experience in 

finance, negotiation, PR, promotion and administration 

has immensely helped my career as a freelancer.

As for the future, what I’d love to see is more! More 

of what we already have! More member involvement 

and autonomy, more collaboration with publishers, 

more ELT rock stars engaging with local teaching 

associations, more teaching association collaboration. 

The future is certainly bright and what’s the worst that 

could happen? Meet nice new people … make some 

good business contacts … see great places … learn 

about something you had never thought about before 

… doesn’t sound too bad, does it?

The anonymous ELTA Event Coordinator
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